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Executive Summary
McGuiness v R (NSWCCA) - criminal law - robbery in company - 'attempted aggravated take
and drive a motor vehicle with a person in it' - appeal against sentence dismissed
Patton (a pseudonym) v The Queen (VSCA) - criminal law - evidence - applicant charged with
'causing bushfire' - judge ruled prosecution could rely on 'coincidence evidence' - extension of
time to seek leave to appeal refused
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
McGuiness v R [2021] NSWCCA 80
Court of Criminal Appeal of New South Wales
Hoeben CJ at CL; Bellew & Wright JJ
Criminal law - applicant pleaded guilty to one count of robbery in company - applicant asked
also that Court take into account on Form 1, offence of 'attempted aggravated take and drive a
motor vehicle with a person in it' - applicant sentenced to 7 years and 7 months in prison with 5
years 8 months non-parole period - co-offender pleaded not guilty to one count robbery in
company and one count attempted aggravated take and drive a motor vehicle with a person in it
- co-offender convicted - co-offender received aggregate sentence of 7 years in prison with 5
years 3 months non-parole period - applicant sought to appeal against sentence - whether
erroneous assessment of offence's objective seriousness - whether failure properly to consider
Bugmy principles - whether failure properly to consider evidence giving rise to Bugmy principles'
application - whether sentence manifestly excessive - held: leave to appeal granted - appeal
dismissed.
View Decision
Patton (a pseudonym) v The Queen [2021] VSCA 104
Court of Appeal of Victoria
Priest, Beach & Kyrou JJA
Criminal law - evidence - applicant charged with 'causing bushfire' - judge ruled prosecution
could rely on 'coincidence evidence' concerning 'the five fires embraced by the five charges on
the indictment' - applicant sought extension of time to seek leave to appeal - whether
coincidence evidence was erroneously admitted - ‘high level of similarity’ - whether proposed
appeal grounds had substance - futility - ss98(1)(b) & 101 Evidence Act 2008 (Vic) - held:
extension of time to seek leave to appeal refused.
Patton
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Crickets at Dawn
By: Leonora Speyer

ALL night the crickets chirp,
Like little stars of twinkling sound
In the dark silence.
They sparkle through the summer stillness
With a crisp rhythm:
5
They lift the shadows on their tiny voices.
But at the shining note of birds that wake,
Flashing from tree to tree till all the wood is lit—
O golden coloratura of dawn!—
The cricket-stars fade slowly,
10
One by one.
https://www.bartleby.com/273/27.html
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